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THE STUDY 01’ COMBUSTION IllAti”E19dIl?~

. .

., .!She many remearah workers who for a-certain number
of years have studied the combustion In engines, utillzed
el.ther the pressure rise, the.record of the flame-front
motionsor, at times, the two combined. Other means for
exploring the mechanism accompanying combustion were chem-
ical analysis and spectroscopic analysis.

The steady progress In the application of these varl-
ous means has gradually increased our knowledge on this
complex question of combustion in engine cylinder. R’or
Instance, the improvements made on indicators have gradu-
ally freed the diagrams from the Inertia effects of the
components of the instrumont~

In a very Smportant report, published in 1936, ~.
Labarthe has described the evolution of the manograph from
the first indicators for slow machines to the most modern
versions, whose indications are totally free from inertia
effects notwithstanding the extremely rapid pressure
changes of modern engines.

OBJECT OB’RESEARCH

. It is purposed to explain the difference in thermo-
d~namic qvalltles of two CIIS and to try to make this dlf-
ferentlatlon clear”bnough so that it can be applied to two
oils extremely allke,” as, for Instance, a given oil and the
same oil to which a small amount of some other substance
haa been added. “

%“ ●

●nContribution ex~ddimentalo a llEtude de la Combustion
clans lea Moteurs a Injection. ~ Publications. sclentifiques
et. Techniques du Ministere de”l~Air. Xlo. 149, 1939.
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However, the following conditions must be met: The
engines must be capable of adapting themselves in the same
way to different oils, and variations in the shape of
chamber or method of insection must not be such as to pro-
duce a radical change in the opinion formed up until then
about the respective values of these oils- HOW, if hot-
bulb or spark-ignition engines (with oil and not wi~h gaso-
line) are exempted, it seems well established that the”
qualities looked for are the same for all oil engines.

The comparison of ln~ection oils by their behavior in
a given engine is moreover current practice in the testing
stations of the various oil firms, where the oils are
classified according to the results obtained in a typical
engine. The most generally used test engines are known
by the names d: Thomassen, Gardner, Ricardo, and C. l’. R.
engines.

It is not our intention to suggest a new test engine
but merely to give the various results obtained in the
laboratory rather than on the test stand, with a set-up
eomewhat different from that of a real engine since it
permits but one explosion during a test. Ten years and
more have passed since our first experiments an the com-
bustion in gasoline engines with an apparatue of this
kind, and whatever results we have been able to achieve
have prompted ue to remain -true to this apparatus for the
study of combustion by injection.

The principal advantages of this engine with a single
exploeion are:

1) The poeelbility of controlling the teet conditions
as accurately as deeired (temperature, quantity
of indoction, elimination of all burned gas) ;

2) The minimum amount of fuel needed for a test,which
permits examination of numerous substances;

3) The abeence of deleterious vibration during the
explosion, particularly during the meet inter-
esting phase of the cycle: namely, the portion
around top center.

Experimental Arrangement

The experimental layout, illustrated in figure 1, in-
cludes :
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The eylinden with pisto.h, eonneotihg .rhd,.flywheel,
..--, -., camehalt. _op.eratl~g=..t~evalu~n-,m~-and”the inJeotor~

oonpremmed-alr starter; - . . ‘“’”’“’ -
....-..— . ...

Deviee for recording the flame. moWement In the explo- “
sion chamber (figured for 900); “
. . ..

A Labarthe type manogrnph;

A“number of cdntacts on’ the flywheel i?or”cletermlning
.the’curvb of angular speed of the flywheel during “
the explosion.

Cylinder.- . .

Bore: 80 mm “ Displacement: 1035 cms

Stroke: 207 mm Maximum compression ratio: 13.6

CyllndricaI explosion chamber: d = 33 mm, 1 = 100 mm

The explosion chamber ham a heavy glase window for pho-
tographing the flame; the valves are arranged on the other
side of the chamber. At the top of the chamber a diaphragm
of chromium-plated steel serves as a mirror for the indi-
cator.

The Indector, located at the end of the chamber coLl-
prises a plunger piston and a spring-loaded needle valve
which rises under the effeet of the pressure. Spray ori-
fice: 0.03 mm - 1 mn movement of the plunger corresponds
to the lnJoction of 19.5 mms of fuel into the cylinder.

The cylinder oan be raised to any desired temperature
by meane of an electric heater, the temperature is taken
at the inside of the cylinder.

f%. F .-”The piston being at bottom center (left In
and the auxiliary etarter meshed with the flywheel,

the compressed-air tanU Is charged to a little more than
12 kilograms. When everything is”ready, the manometer Is
Bet to exactly 12 kilograme and the starting handle prsrsBed
down. .The piston is driven toward the rtght,compresslng
the charge, the piston valve being regulated .so”that the “
escape of the- starting air takes “place at the end of the
stroke. The speed obtained by this method of starting “
correspond at dead center to that of an aatual engine ro-
tating at 300 revolutions per-minute; “
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Photographic ~.eco.rdinq.- This apparatus has been so
often described that it. suffices to state that the drum
carrying the film is drivemn from a synchronous motor as-
suring constant speed: drums with different diameters oan,
of course, be used for different tangential speeds. The
tests were mad-e at a speed of 12.50 meters per second. Ye
have also made tests at 25 meters per second, but the ac-
curacy does not justify thois modification.

Easy mounting of the film and its perfect application
over the drum are assured by means of a ratchet locking
mechanism. Other than the movement of the flame front,
the film also records the Instant of the break of the con-
tacts on the circumference of the flywheel.

The Labarthe indicator.- This instantaneous pressure
recorder is also so well-known that we shall only describe
its adaptation to our installation.

A beam of light from an intense light source is
thrown” on the chromium-plated steel membrane subjected on
the cylinder side to the pressure existing in the chamber.
The great sensitivity of the method permits the use of a
heavy. membrane which raises its natural vibration frequency
and protests against parasitic indications mingled in the
observations. The reflected beam is thrown on a screen
where it must form a spot of uniform luminous intensity.
There is a hole smaller than the luminous spot in the
screen and the part of the beam passing throu~h this hole
is thrown on.q photoelectric vacuum cell. The changes in
the curvature of the membrane caused by pressure variations
produce diffusion of the reflected beam and the luminous
intensity in the cell changes. Labarthe has proved propor-
tionaiity. between the pressuro in the capsule and the de-
flections of the spot of the oscillograph to which the
voltage of tho photoelectric cell Is applied.

If a voltage which varies proportionally to the move-
ments of the piston is applied to the second pair of de-
flecting plates of the oscillograph, the spot describes a
pressure-volume diagram corresponding to the. cycle of the
e.nginem This second voltage was obtained by using a car-
bon resistance between the ends of which a constant voltago
was maintained. On this resistance a sliding contact con-
trolled by a second connecting rod pivoted to the flywheel
of the engine, served to provide a voltage between this
slider and one. end of the resistance substantially propor-
tional to the piston movements..
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Instead of the voltage on the 8econd pair of plates,
the c.on-ven.tional.chronographio method,based on the time
of charge of. a condegeer, the sudden disiharge returning
the spot to its initial point quasi-instantaneously, oan
be used. tie used both”....

Change of Angular Speed of the ~lywheel under the
. . . .

,..
Effegt. of tbe Explosion .,

..
The engine wl~h a single stroke together with Its

light flywheel offers another possibility to differentiate
comlnzstions and, conse~uently, fuels.

The combustion energy is transmitted In the form of
kinetic energy.to the flywheel and two combustion which
develop different energies must give, everything else be-
ing equal, different acoelorations to the flywheel. It
was for the purpose of studying these differences in speed
that the set of contacts C (fig. 1) was mounted on the
periphery of the flywheel. Having provlously indicated
that the instant of break of these contacts wcs recorded
on the revolving film, we shall now show how with such an
instrument the curve of the angular velocities of the fly-
wheel can be obtained in function of Its angle of rotation.

Along a clrcumforence and concentric with the cir-
cumference of the flywheel aro tapped holes, 10° apart,
to accommodate finger d. The contacts C themselves are
also epaced 10°.

Suppose the first contact Cl should be opened by
finger . d at the Instant the piston passes top center,
contacts c~, c=, CA are successively released during the .
expansion for the angles of rotation of the flywheel at
100,.200, 30 0 after dead center. During eaoh test, four
points are marked on the film and It will be easy to de-
duce from their spacing the time corresponding to equal
rotations. Shifting finger d 200 gives a new schedule
of time which overlaps the first by a thtr~; the overlap
constitutes a resection. It is thus possible to plot by
degrees for a given oil the curve t = f(e) for a rotation O
of the flywheel as stretohed out as desired. One such -
curve is Illustrated in figure 2 for flywheel rotation be-
tween dead.center and 1400. The desired curve w = fl(e)
Is readily deduced from the curve t=f(e), if It 18

remembered that u= ~. Figure 2 gtves this curve which

—— -—— — —- —- .—
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corresponds to the integral curve obtained experlmentally~

#

Other Information Obtainable with the Installation

The installation can also furnish the information in-
dicated In the appended table. Besides the three records
given in the tabulation, it can also give information on
the ignitability of the different fuels. For oils with
high ignition point It merely requires successive tests by
starting from a high enough temperature in the cylinder
(100°, for instance) and gradually lower- this temperature
with the heating rheostat until no ignition occurs. ~or
easily ignitable oils and those which are Ignited by the
compression when the cylinder is Initially at ambient tem-
perature, It suffices to lower the compression ratio by
degrees. It thus is possible to allot to each oil an ig-
nition” temperature To computed by the following formula

T1 = To r~-1

where r is the compression ratio and

To, the absolute temperature In tho cylinder when
the ignition starts.

Record

1) Flame record

2) Pressure record

3) Record of curve
t = f.(E)

— —.- _ ..__

Possible
determination

Combustion
Start of ignition

Rise
Combustion
Maximum pressure

Characteristics

The curvew =fl (e)
angular speed in
function of angle
of flywheel .

With or without vi-
bration

Progressive 0$ vie- .
lent

More or lea inclined
Vibrations

Curve w=fl(9) in-
forms about the
variations to
be attained from
the use of one
fuel in place of
another and aleo
of the role of
accelerators.
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Flame Records .“
. .

..- .. ..-
W6”fo’r’%~o’”ananalye-~a .of the flame records, which

already has been published. In bulletin no. 94, “and con-
fine ourselves to those whloh served to establish the
curves t“=f (e). ~

These photographs, reproduced in figures.6, 7, and
8, are for different methods of combustion. Figure 7 in-
dicates a fairly progressive flame development starting
from a point, those of figures 6 and 8 disclose a very
rapid spread of flame throughout the length of the chamber.
The first correspond to progressive, the second to violent,
combustion. The #kcords of the violent combustlons mani-
fest streaks perpendicular to the border of the film as
well as sinusoldal”llnes of the same period as that of the
streaks. These peculiar features result from pressure
waves., as the sound waves, which originate in the explo-
sion chamber under tho Influence of the combustion. It
should be noted, moreover, that a violent combustion can
be clearly distinguished from a gradual combustion, the
noise accompanying the combustion being much shorter in
the first case.”

The photographs’ on figure 7 disclose under a magni-
fying glass the path of the Ignited particles of gas oil
launched by the in~ector, they are pro~ected from left to
right and the film moving downw-d, the slope of these
paths permits the measurement of the speed of the particles
in the chamber. The records on figure 6 show the differ-
ence in lag at ignition between the combustion of gae oil
and. those where the gas oil is blended with an accelerator
euch as methyl nitrate. The ndvance adduced by this sub-
stance 1“s of the” order of 10° flywhe”el angle. Thie meas-
urement can aleo be achieved very accurately from the reo-
ordO.

Preesure Cards

Bulletin no. 94 of the Alr Ministry contained varl-
ous records obtained with a manograph which ceaeed to give
deviations proportional to the preesure ae soon as

~ reached a certain value.
dt

So, when paseing from a

gradual combustion to another more violent the diagram,
whlc4 for the firet carried a round maximum, would indi-
cate for the secotia peak eo acosntuated that the record
went beyond the borders of the negative. We pointed out,

— . .
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when presenting the photographs for violent combustion,
that “it certainly involves an over-travel under the in-
fluence of an impulse and that the amplitude of the de-
viation no longer recorded the real pressure.

And this opinion was confirmed by the Labarthe indi-
cator, which also served for a comparative stud~ of nor-
mal gas oil and gas oil blends...

This study was mado at:

29° ln~oction advance;

55° initial tempertiture in the cy?inder;

1 gram of oil to 17 liters of air, mixture ratio;

The horizontal shift of the spot of the osclllograph
is controlled by a rod set at 180° to the master
rod (fig. 1);

The terminal voltage of the graphite resistance was
30 volts, which Is the maximum voltage applied to
the two plates of the osclllograph which give the
movement as abscissas.

These test conditions were modified in several ways
during tho tests in ordor to bring out certain Interesting
fi3ntures.

Figures ha, llb, and llc, whic”h are” true copies of
the records nake it posBiblo to check the following:

~iguro lla - The records nos. 15 and 22 refer to nor-
mal gas oil;

Nos. 16 and 17 to gas oil + 5 percent
of ethyl nitrate;

No. 20 to kerosene.

The plots should be studied counter-clockwise, the
spot being at O at the start of the test: i.e., at the mo-
ment of incipient compression.

The pressure rise is fairly continuous as far as the
arrow, this period corresponds to compression of the air
in the cycle. If no ignition took place, the diagram ln-

.
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dlcated a maximum soon after this arrow and formed a kind
.L.-,-. ,,0,<Be,l,l-shape curve as in~loated In no. 15.,-------. . .--- .....

But the cohbu8tion defines an angular point and the
ordinates continue to increase to a maximum soon after
top center. The part of the diagram corresponding to the
start of combustion Is only faintly marked; which indi-
cates a quick passage of the spot and consequently an
abrupt pressure rise. . .. .

The comparison of plots 15 and 16 shows that the an-
gular point Is produced much earlier with the gas oil -
nitrate blend so that, on superimposing the records, the
curve representing the combustion falls more to the left
for the normal gas oil. Figure lla shows this superposi-
tion of plots 15 and 16 and of 15 and 17. The difference
in the ordinates of the arrows measures the Bdvance re-
sulting from the ethyl nitrate.

During a test, the flywheel making several revolutions,
while producing only one “explosion, made it necessary to
use a shutter in order to prevent the record from being
superimposed by useless dashes, which explains the more or
less truncated aspect of the diagrams during expansion.
Since the riss In pressure was the most interesting factor,
this suppression of part of the diagram was deemed sec-
ondary.

If 1 Is the abscissa from the point of origin, the
dp

slope
K

of the curve of the pressure rise from the arrow

is an Indication of the rapidity of tho combustion. The
evaluation of tliis criterion should prove very Interesting,
but unfortunately the spread of the diagram along the ab-
scissas Is of little significance; in fact, it is difficult
to leamwhether the” pressure maxima are simultaneous or
otherwise.

The comparison of records 20 and 22, obtained succes-
sively, shows that the pressure for gas oil and refined
petroleum develops substantially the same.

Figure llb - Changes made in the previous test condl-
test conditions:

In order to obtain”greater spread along
the abscissas, the terminal voltage of
the graphite resistance was b“oosted
from 30 to 60 volts.

——.— .—— .
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Figure llb - The lnJeotion was advginced to 45° .toas-
(cent’d.) “sure more” violent””co”mbustion. This ,

of course, increased the amount of the’
inject6d gas 011’(1 gram per 14 liters
of air). .. . *

l’lgure Ilb gives some records ”dbtalned tinder these
conditions: .

lVos. 10 and 11 are for etraight-run gas oil.

Nos. 8 and 9 for gas oil biended with 5 percent ethyl
nitrate.

..”. Records nos. 10 and 11 are ve”ry largely superposable,
thas.permitting one to attribute the differences observed
between two records “of different fuels to different prop-
erties of these fuels. It may happen, however, that for
some reason, the combustion is abnormal, in which case,
the comparison of the records yields incorrect results.
SO; in order. to forestall this, it is always expedient to
run several tests with the same fuel and to compare only
those records which are reproduced identically.

The combustion here are more violent than u’nder the
conditions of figure ha, as may be Judged from the slope

of ~ of the curve during combustion: the record Is al-
dt

most vertical and the rapidity of combustion Is such that
the line is scarcely marked on the paper during part of the
combustion (record between the two arrows). Conceivably
such an impulse is of a nature as to create a number of
compression waves in. the explosion chamber. “

The superposition of records nos. 9 “and 10 and 8 and
11 allows again that methyl nitrate advances the ignition
point and that the curve for blended gas oil passes to the
right of the curve for straight-run gas oil. The maxima
of pressure are a.little lower for nitrated gas Qil, .but
they are produced a little sooner after dead center’. The
quasi-instantaneous part of the pressure rise seems to be
a little shorter for the nitrated carburant.

Figure llc - Here a time base was substituted In the
potentiometrtc device in order to assure uniform sweep
along the abscissas in place of sweep reproducing the pis-
ton” movement. This tltie.base is controllable.
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1) Relatively slow eweep (fig. llc)”:

>. -... -
Rec’?rde nos. 28 ‘Iikid”-29“are fbr “gas ‘O*Z-blended

with 5 peroent ethyl .aitrate.; reeord Ro. Ill
Is for stra~ght-run gas oil.

A comparison of these .records reveals nothing new;
they confirm what had been stated previously.

2) Rapid eweep (fig. llc!):

~ecord no. ~6 is for straight-run ’g”asoil; nos.
24 and 26 are for gaa oil blended with 6. .
percent ethyl nitrate.

This time the results achieved previously are more
definitely presented: advanae of ignition - rime In pres-
sure sudden, lees for nitrated gas oil - pressure maximum
a little lower.

A new factor cornea into evidence: the presence of
pressure vibrations after the sudden rise. It is diffi-
cult to determine the frequency of these vibrations exaotly,
but it appears to be near the frequenclefi registered on
the flame records.

3) Very rapid sweep (fig. 11c3):

Record no. 20 is for 5 percent nitrated gas oil;
records nos. 22 and 23 for straight-run gas
oil.

The spread along the abscissas is more pronounced, the
effect of which is to separate the curves more in the part
corresponding to the combustion. The superposition of NOS.
20 and 22 shows” that the maxima of the curves seem to lie
along ad~acent absclesas.. Mote the vibrations as In the
preceding test series.

The measure of the rate of the sweep Is given by the
record of the variation in the luminous intensity of a
lamp fed by a 50-cycle circuit. Two periods of this rec-
ord represent 1/50 second. (The luminous intensity is in-
dependent of the direction of current, it merely depends
upon its absolute value.) From this scale, the pressure
rise In its most abru t part may be appraised at the rate

7of 20. kilometers in 1 2000 second.
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. .
.... .

MECHMISM 03’ COMBUSTIOZI IN COMPRESSION-IGMITIOI? ENGINrnS

.. . .

.l!he recotd~ of the flame anq of the pressure furnish
a certain amount of Information: .“ , -

1) Starting from ignltioh, a“ quasi-instantaneous
pressure rise itsproduced, which Its succeeded by a more
gradual rise In pressure. .

2) When the flame recor@@.present streaks or .slnusolds,
characteristic of a violent combustion, these invariably
are formed from the start of the ignttion; on the pressure
records the vibrations arrive Immediately after the vertical
rise in pressure.

3) The presence cf certain oxidized substances, such
aa ethyl or methyl nitrate, decreaaoe the ignltlon lag,
these substanoee acting as oxidaticn catalyzers with re-
spi3ct to gas 011.

4) Unless the in~ection advance is abnormal, these
accelerators hcve a moderating effect on the combustion:
disappearance of vibrations on the flame records and at-
tenuation of the quasi-instantaneous rise of pressure on
the manograph recorde.

During the time which elapses between the start of
injection and the ignition (Ignition lag), there is stored
In the cylinder charge a certain amount of latent energy
resulting from the preeence of a combustible mist and the
oxygen of the air. dhon tho ignition temperature 18 at-
tained at a point, the flcme appears and, the other points
of the charge being of necoesity a.t a temperature approach-
ing It, the flame immediately spreads over the entire fuel
ln~octed up to that time .(during the lag) In such a manner
as to cause a.quasi-instantaneous release of the latent
energar. This liberation of energy can be so sudden that
it may cause pressure waves which spread throughout the
cylinder charge.

. . Th6.indected gas oil is accordingly Ignited and con-
tinues “to burn progressively like a gas burner, so long as
there 1s. enough oxygen or gas .oI1 to Insure combustion.

. .

One particular result of this process Is that any re-
duction in lag, reducing tho importance of the quasi-in-
etantaneous combustion, attenuates the violence of combus-
tion and vice versa.
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.

How, an advanoe In inJectlon neceeaarily inareaaee.
“--’”-tlie ignition lag since-the first pax.$lol.e.s.of,.thq-ln.Jeqt-

ed oil arrive sooner in the air of the oylinder oharge,
with the result that for substantial InJeotlon advances,
the effect of accelerator.s, Buoh as ethyl nitrate, must
be substantially less than for more mr)derate Ignition ad-
vances . . .

ENERGY PRODUCED BY THE EXPLOSION

One characteristic of an injootlo4 oil which seems
par~icularly Interesting Is the energy developed during
the cycle or, more simply, the ohang~ in energy obtained
from a change of fuel. Hone of the records gtves. any ex-
plicit information in that respect.

In fact, a difference In maximum pressure shown on
the manograph does not necessarily indicate a difference
in power, that is, the mean pressure which it Is necessary
to know. How , to evaluate the mean pressure, the pressure
curve during the oycle and the manograph records which
must be Integrated lend themselves poorly to a correct de-
termination of thie kind. In order to remedy thle lack
of information on the energy omitted by the combustion, we
attempted to,measure the variations in angular velocity
of the flywheel which are aesoclated with the energy
through the known equation

~1 (W= W’O) =AT

where ‘o is angular speed of flywheel at an iqstant to:

.% o angular speed of. flywheel” at an inetant tz:

AT,. energy produced by the combustion between in-
stant to and t~;

1, moment of inertia of the moving parts.

And the most suitable means for obtaining this infor-
mation consisted in the previously described oontacts
mounted on the flywheel. However, before giving the re-
sulte obtained by this method, it waa believed to be of
no less intereet to give the results achieved prevlouely
by different methods.

1. Method of spaced s~~nals.- The combustion taking

. .-—- =.. -- - - .- — . . .. —- — -..-—-— .
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place largely before dead center according to the flame
and the preseure records, we believed that, if the oom-
bustlbles, to be oompared, give different powers, a dif-
ferent time Interval between the instant of Injeotion
and the instant when the piston reachqs dead oenter should
elapse for each one. With this In mind, two oontacts were
made to open “&t these instants and the breaks to generate,
by means of coils, sparks which wera recorded on the ro-
tating film intended for the flame records. The break was
controlled by cams mounted on the control shaft of the in-
Jector (see bulletin no. 94), but subsequently changed to
a finger mounted on the olrcumference of the flywheel.

This arrangement was used to study very close com-
bustion of 30 fractions obtained by vacuum distillation
of Iraq gas oil.

Figures 13 and 14 of the first 14 fractions give the
records of the flame and of the sparks at break. Those
sparking records are not, as will be noted, at the place”
where they should be on the film in relation to the flame.
The exact positions at the start of InJection nnd of the
dead center are marked by light dashes on the records.
The surprising fact, on examining these records, Is the
constancy of tho interval between two sparks, the slight
differences observable for certain fractions being, we
believe, of experimental -magnitude.

As to the flames, they present greater differences
and particularly the fractions 11 to 14 indicate a greater
ignition lag than the preceding fractions.

The first nodificetion consisted in adding a third
signal for determining a spark 25° after top center. Fig-
ure 14 shows the records for fractions 15 to 19 with the
three signals. The time lapse between start of ln~ection
and top center Is always fairly constant, while the igni-
tion lag verified for the fractions 11 to 14 subsides for
fraction 15, then Is ameliorated in the subsequent frac-”
tions. As to the tlmo corresponding to the interval (top
center) - (+250), it appeare to be augmented somewhat,
but very little.

A second modification consieted in placing the third
spark signal 100° after dead center. Tho results prove
slightly less constant, which is not surprising in view
of the fact that changing passlvo rosistanoes intervene
more. .

.“

,
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2. Plunger method .- In tho presence of the slight
variations In effect from one fuel to the next, we tried

-. - to improvo the. sensit~vity-o% the method by introducing,
with the centrifugal force, the squhPe of the angular
speed. Since .thh.radial component of the centrifugal -
foroe was proportional to wa, we believed that by mount-
ing a smell gear’with radial movement on the flywheel. the
rooord of Its. motion would afford some “Interesting ohanges
between one fuel and:the next. Hence, the equipment shown
in figure 15. It consists of a steel bar-40 centimeters
long mountod on the flywheel axle. “Toward one end of the
bar Is an opening fctr a slide with four rollers. The
slide is pulled toward the center by two hellcaz springs.
A stylus Is mounted perpendicular to the plane of the
rollers. As the flywheel turns, .it engages the bar and
the slide and the stylus doscr~bes a circumference whose
plan is parnllel to that of the flywheel, on a sheet.of
white paper backed by carbon pnper. When the speed of “
rotation of the flywheel is high enough to overcome the
tension of the spring holding the slide, it moves and
the stylus loaves the circumference to describe a sort of
spiral.

By playing with the tension of the springs, we wore
able to achiave the starting of the slide soon after dead
oenter and so to obtain a certain tra~ectory resulting
from the centrifugal force developed. Unfortunately, the
recordO frequently varied from bne test to the next in
the sano proportions as with a change of fuel, while the
record itself was quite confused since the flywheel made
numerous revolutions for each test. Tho last-cited draw-
back was readily remedied by an arresting devloe (fig.
15).

The other drawback, more difficult to remove, was
probably due to the fact that the speed of the flyvheel
was not constant and the acceleration rather than radial
was along the resultant of a centrifugal acceleration
equal to mu?R and a tangential acceleration equal to

mR ~. The result of this Is that tho force which acts

on the slide, by reason of Its rotation, slopes toward
the

tan

but

radius of an angle, so that
~=~ku,

Thus the slide Is not free along the ralle~a dt

rubs against one elde~

;
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Since ““w and
dW

G
change conet.antly; the best that

could be done was “to.fix an approximate angle at which the
slide did not rub against the r-ails. To determine this an-
gle, recou”ree was had to the curves of figure 2, which per-

mit recording dw
E’. “

and from which u can then be deduced.

The appe”nde’d table gives the seque”nce of the
ent records a’nd cal.culatiom.

Angle e

(A.T.C.)

3°

100

16°

23°

300

36° 0

(400)
..
43°.

50°

56°

63°

700

dw

(mm)

7.5

13

11

9

7.5

6.5

5.5

5

3.5

1

.7

dv

(C.G. S.]

3..5

6.1

5.2

4.2

3.5

3.1

2.6

2.4

1.6

.5

.3

dt

(mm)

20

18

15

13.5

13

12

12 “

11

11

10.5

10

dt

(mm/s)

3.2

2.9

“2.4

2.2

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.8

1.8

1.7

1.6

w

(mm)

75

85

97

107

115

121

127

132

136

138

140

w

(C. G. S.)

35.4

40.2

45.8

50.4

54.2

57

60

62.2

64.2

“65

66

1250

1620

2100

2540

2940

3250

3600

3880

4130

4240

4370

differ-

tan a

0.88

1.3

1.03

.775

.578

.492

.375

.345

.227

.066

.047

x

45°

380

300

260

(23°)

19°

~~o

4°

3°

According to this table, the experimental conditions
under which the curves of figure 2 had” been obtained are
readily realized, by inclinlng the bar 23°,.t,oward the r&t-
dius , whence the slide ie not eubjected to the reaction of
the raile although the flywheel has passed the top center
of 400.
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l’igure 16 Illustrates the set-up for the 23° incll-
----- -- mation, and fl.gure 1.7.ie..thq-,r-pqoqd-,obtained with it for

normal gas oil superimposed on peanut oii””mi~ gas oil- -
blended with 10 peroent ethyl nitrate.

The only part to be oonsldered iB obviously the curve
of passage of the inner to the outer oircle. The more
rapid this passage is, the greater the force which it de-
fines and hence, the more the fuel supplies energy. Ac-
cording to this, figure 17 indioates for tbe gas-oil -
ethyl-nitrate blond a power output a lit$le less than for
normal gas oil~ peanut oil gives definitel? les8 powers
but It should be borne In mind that this oil, more vis-
cous than gas oil, must -without a doubt be employed with
an InJector of much greater diameter. .

tie further tested In comparison with gas oil:

Petroleum,whlch seems to give a slightly inferior
power ;

Primary alcohol in C’, which gives an equal power:

Vaseline oil, which gives a little less power, but,
as with peanut oil, tho viscosity should play a
part In this reduction;

Gas oil with 5 porcont ethyl nitrate, which gives a
littlo less power, but more than the 10 percent
nitrato blend;

Lastly, we compared the two extreme fractions nos. 2
and 29; the latter giving a little more power than the
first.

To sum up, it was fouhd that all these power outputs
are much alike as polntod out previously and the difficulty
of the problem of differentiation resldos precisely 5n thie
fact . The device described is simple to use and permits a
reliable comparison.

If the final result of the combustion is substantially
the same for the different fuels, .their pressure records
have prowed that the evolution of the combustion was quite
different.

3. Method of Closoly related si~nals.- We recall the
contacts arranged over the circumference of the flywheel
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and the recording of *he break on the..film revolving at
conBtant speed: we”also Indicated how ta deduoe from this
record the curve w = fz(e).

The appended graphs Illustrate the results obtainable
by this method for comparing oils with blends of the same
oils.

The-curves of figure 3 show the “effect of ethyl ni-
trate blended .with Iraq gas oil, of methyl nitrate and
isopropyl oxide. The curves t = f(6) are simple tran-
scriptions of the records and the curves w = fl(e) were
graphically.deduc6d from these integral curves.. .

Under the experimental conditions described and, in
particular, with the 45° In$ection advance, the acceler-
ators Indicate the lowering of the. speed at top center.

From 400 A. T.C. (+40°) on, the curves are confused,
thus indicating that the method of distribution of power
may change without the general result’s being affected.

Figure 5 illustrates for -20° to +30°, and 45° inJec-
tlon advance the combustion curves of gas oil and a gas-
011 - methyl-prop~l-ketone mixture. It Is seen that from
dead center on this accelerator has an effect similar to
ethyl nitrate, I.e. , that with the advance cited it causes
the drop in angular velocity at dead center.

It will be noted that the flame records indicate only
that this substance reduces the lag. These records are
also much furrowed by streaks and vibrations, which are
signs of very violent combustion.

l’igure 4 establishes the comparison between normal
gas oil and nitrated gas oil at 30° lnJectlon advance.
The decrease in speed before dead center’ls greater for
the blond (up to within -loo), then, up to dead center
it is greater for normal gas. This time the nitrate plays
the part of regulator by attenuating the decrease in speed
at dead center. Besides, this slowing up at dead center
has not as a consequence a reduction In speed during the
expansion, the curve for normal gas oil passes again a
little above “that for gas oil and nitrate. It is evid?n~
from these curves that the effect of a catalyst of oxida-
tion varies with the in~ection advance. #hen”, for a mod-
erate Sdvance (300) the decrease in lag, effected by the
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oatalyet, regulari~ee the angular velooit~, the opposite
... . ‘“is produoed ab..great. injeotioq,-advance (450). A glance

at the flame records of figures 3 and. 5“disdl-owes’ that” -
these records corretapond to very violent oombuetions.

This result doee not seem to have been completely
explained by the combustion method described above, but
It nulliYies it in nothing.

The conparlson of fractions 1 and 23 are recorded on
fi~ure 18. The records obtained in view of the construc-
tion of the curves t = f(e) are “so close that it Is quite
difficult to represent the two curves separately In a
graph. We attempted to give these records which could be
easily verified on figures 18 and 19.

.

Angle of flywheel

e

-20°

-10°

00

+10°

+200

+300

+400

+500

+60°

+700

Tine , as ordinates

(1

Fraction 1

0

49

118

180

22E

266

300

331

361

390

1)

‘ractlon 23

0

50

119

180

227

267

300

332

362

392

This table shows the smallest difference between two
corresponding coordinates.
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A similar comparison made by the method of the moving
slide disclosed a slight but still sensible difference be-
tween one fraction at the head and a fraction at the end.

Translation by J. Vanler,
National Advieory Committee
for Aeronautic.
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